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Colleagues,
 
Good Friday morning!
 
We posed a question to you in Thursday's Connecting - on whether to identify the
killer of two Virginia TV journalists, with Connecting colleague Steve Buttry writing
in his blog that the live-TV killing "clearly was planned to bring as much attention to
the killer as possible. When media fall for this, they are telling other sick, twisted or
just evil potential killers that they, too, can get lots of attention by using their guns
in ways that the media find sensationalist."
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Some of you commented on this, as did others in major publications. See stories
below. Got an opinion? Send it along today.
 
In addition to that question, Connecting colleague Mark Mittelstadt shares a story
on the view of reporter Jorge Ramos who believes it is the job of journalists to
"denounce" Trump's position. Mark asks: "Is this really the job of journalists? Or is
it to report factually, even if the facts suggest a politician or person in the news is
wrong or lying? Difference in approaches to journalism in different parts of the
world?"
 
Click here for the story from Newsbusters.org, which begins:
 
Fresh from his confrontation with Donald Trump on Tuesday night, activist reporter Jorge
Ramos appeared on ABC and CBS to pitch the idea that it's the job of journalists to openly
oppose the candidate's positions. On Good Morning America, Wednesday, he asked
colleague George Stephanopoulos, "We have to denounce that he wants to deny
citizenship to children being born here."  He added, "They're citizens, just like [Trump's
children], and it is impossible to build a 1900-mile wall... So that's the kind of questions
that I was asking Mr. Trump." Of course, those were statements and not questions.
Lobbying for more subjectivity in the press, Ramos declared, "...I think the best journalism
happens when you take a stand... We are not only required, but we are forced to take a
stand."
 
Again, Connecting would welcome your thoughts.
 
Paul
 
 

AP sues over access to FBI records involving fake
news story
 
The Associated Press sued the U.S. Department of Justice Thursday over the FBI's failure to
provide public records related to the creation of a fake news story used to plant
surveillance software on a suspect's computer.
 
AP joined with the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press to file the lawsuit.
 
At issue is a 2014 Freedom of Information request seeking documents related to the FBI's
decision to send a web link to the fake article to a 15-year-old boy suspected of making
bomb threats to a high school near Olympia, Washington. The link enabled the FBI to
infect the suspect's computer with software that revealed its location and Internet
address.
 
AP strongly objected to the ruse, which was uncovered last year in documents obtained
through a separate FOIA request made by the Electronic Frontier Foundation.
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"The FBI both misappropriated the trusted name
of The Associated Press and created a situation
where our credibility could have been
undermined on a large scale," AP General Counsel
Karen Kaiser said in a 2014 letter to then-Attorney
General Eric Holder.
 
"It is improper and inconsistent with a free press
for government personnel to masquerade as The
Associated Press or any other news organization,"
Kaiser wrote. "The FBI may have intended this
false story as a trap for only one person. However, the individual could easily have
reposted this story to social networks, distributing to thousands of people, under our
name, what was essentially a piece of government disinformation."
 
In a November opinion piece in the New York Times, FBI Director James Comey revealed
that an undercover FBI agent had also impersonated an AP reporter, asking the suspect if
he would be willing to review a draft article about the bomb threats.
 
Comey described the tactic as "proper and appropriate" under Justice Department
guidelines in place at the time. He said such a ruse would likely require higher-level
approvals now than it did in 2007, but that it would still be lawful "and, in a rare case,
appropriate."
 
In a meeting with reporters the following month, Comey left open the possibility that an
agent might again pose as a journalist, though he said such a tactic ought to be rare and
"done carefully with significant supervision, if it's going to be done."
 
AP's records request also seeks an accounting of how many times since 2000 the FBI has
impersonated media organizations to deliver malicious software.
 
In a response to AP, the FBI indicated it might take nearly two years to find and copy the
requested records. AP's lawsuit asks a federal judge to order the FBI to hand over the
records.
 
Click here for a link to this story.
 
 

AP's Smith wins reporting award for RI political
coverage
 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - Associated Press correspondent Michelle Smith has won a
regional journalism award for distinctive coverage of Rhode Island politics.
 
The New England Society of News Editors announced Thursday its honoring Smith with the
2015 Sevellon Brown Associated Press Journalist of the Year award.
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NESNE president Anne Brennan says Smith won for stories
about former Providence mayor Buddy Cianci's attempt at
a political comeback and the downfall and arrest of
former state House speaker Gordon Fox. Brennan says
Smith "dug deep and led the way on stories nobody else
pursued."
 
Smith's reporting revealed that no money from sales of
Cianci's pasta sauce was donated in recent years for
scholarships, despite labels claiming the proceeds helped
students attend college.

 
The award is named for Sevellon Brown, the late editor and publisher of The Providence
Journal-Bulletin and founder of the American Press Institute.
 
Click here for a link to this story.
 
 

Connecting mailbox
 

An issue full of rich material

Linda Deutsch - I am late in commenting on the "Connecting" issue of Aug. 25 which is
surely a prize winner if prizes are given for best newsletter in the world.  It was filled with
so much rich material - from Richard Pyle's colorful and historic  remembrance of his
Cuban assignment, up close and personal with Castro,  to Charlotte Porter's poetic tribute
to post-Katrina New Orleans.  I read her story when it first moved and never forgot it. 
Years before Katrina, I came to New Orleans for a speaking engagement.  I arrived on a
Saturday night and Charlotte, then AP bureau chief, scooped me up and took me directly
to Bourbon Street to see the carnival of revelers who made me wonder if this was Mardi
Gras.  No, she said, just an average Saturday night in an exotic place unlike any other. Her
enthusiasm was contagious. I loved it at first sight and ached for its disaster later.
 
 There was also Tad Bartimus' report on her amazing post-AP project to help Hawaiian
children to achieve their dreams through writing. A terrific project.
 
 None of these stories appeared in my daily newspaper which is why I am so grateful to
have "Connecting."
 
-0-

Taking a break in the Rockies
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Terry Petty, AP Oregon news editor, takes a break at South Willow Falls in the Colorado
Rockies during three days of hiking with an old college buddy. Petty has been with The AP
for 33 years - first at the bureau in Albany, N.Y., then on the Foreign Desk in New York City
under Nate Polowetzky, followed by a decade based in Germany, two years as supervisory
correspondent in Rhode Island and then his assignment in Oregon, where he has been
since 1999.
 
-0-
 

Conflicted on how much of Virginia shooting to air

Randall Dickerson - Having worked both for AP and for broadcast news, I'm conflicted
about how much to air regarding the Virginia TV crew shooting. I tend to agree with Steve
Buttry in that too graphic and too frequent coverage of these tragedies beget more of
them, but there are considerations:
 
- Local viewers saw it happen live and the station could do nothing about it.
 



- The perp videoed it and posted it on Facebook.
 
- The station's broadcast of it also got recorded and was spread on Facebook.
 
I would rather see a screen grab of only the perp's face from the photographer's camera
get used on air by anyone, along with stills of the reporter and photographer or archive
video of them doing their jobs.
 
The truth is, though, we no longer control what can be seen. My hope is that we stick to
standards even if social media, by their very structure, have none.
 
-0-
 

Pressure in Columbine to minimize use of killers' names

Robert Weller - I know I have said this before, and others have also. I got a lot of
pressure from Columbine survivors and the families of those who did not survive.
Ultimately, they convinced me to minimize the use of the killers' names in stories.
Everyone knew them anyway. This may be only a feel-good gesture, but it is so rare to feel
good these days.
 
-0-
 

Gene, we know how you feel

Peggy Walsh - What a jam-packed Connecting!  The AP move, the horrible shooting
deaths of two young promising people.  I'll reserve my comments for the some of the
other contributions.
 
I think all of us have the same feeling as Gene Herrick once in a while.  Gene, you're not
useless.  You contributed so much for so many years.  Now it's someone else's turn. 
They'll feel the same way years from now.
 
Linda's contribution of the letter welcoming Bob Thomas to the AP was a delight.  I had
the pleasure of working with both Linda and Bob and both took their careers far beyond -
both became legends.  I also had the pleasure of meeting Hub Keavy through my dad years
before I joined the AP.  Aside from the salary, she's right about the mission but I also
noticed the frequent use of "men."  It reminded me that in the mid-70s there were still
calling me a newsman.
 
Oh to have been at Dave and Pam Tomlin's hospitality suite!  It sounds just like Pam.  Andy
Lippman and I hosted one in the waning days and were running out of liquor.  I just told
Andy we'd water the bottles down because the remaining editors were too inebriated to
notice.
 
Last but not least, all I have to say to Joe McKnight is "You go, Joe!"



 
-0-
 

Praise for Terry Ganey story

Tad Bartimus - Just a note to tell you I found the story on Terry Ganey (Aug. 22
Connecting) fascinating and very informative. It is tricky to transition from writing
about what you see and report to working with another person, especially a public
figure like Sen. Claire McCaskill. I have followed her career with great interest and
always pause if I hear her speaking on TV or radio to listen to what she says. She
strikes me as very much in the Harry S Truman mode of a Missourian. I look
forward to reading Terry's book and meeting him in person soon. Thanks for giving
all of us who read and enjoy Connecting great information and such well-written
and interesting stories."
 

Anger Management: Sanders Fights for Employees,
Except His Own

Seven Days

When Sen. Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.) announced three months ago that he'd seek the

Democratic presidential nomination, the New York Times described him as a "grumpy

grandfather-type." 
 
That caricature has persisted - most notably in a
recent Washington Post listicle with the
irresistible headline: "7 ways Bernie Sanders
reminds us of our grumpy grandpa."
 
According to some who have worked closely with
Sanders over the years, "grumpy grandpa" doesn't
even begin to describe it. They characterize the
senator as rude, short-tempered and,

occasionally, downright hostile. Though Sanders has spent much of his life fighting for
working Vermonters, they say he mistreats the people working for him.
 
Click here to read more, including this excerpt:
 
To Chris Graff, who served as AP bureau chief at the time, it was all a bit much.
 
"I felt he was overly antagonistic," Graff says, noting that the senator hates the media

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001HtwWCs6lz0x-PfD0IRK_zfOEHbCkmSohkOsJAxb3ye2g1NSdbA8I0WYfrwzjadBYU-OdD1U8v7sD82AhXP5xaHSEbppY0e0oIeudtC_V1O3HiELfTUp5hDcmbtwRfP-x5ug7qoO0VDgy2SNu5fLC2SLeCGwQ7W_PYZ1xZEnbaG_PKJzc9tsQzJ9lSn8cCvtDdU6MlGgjdVLs19AfC9Z_hFQvOKn8MJr49InHxTwRmMWw7U7yDDrotGKke5taJvf-L2RjWNfDurOwUV9LoPSH4MLGgEuWabpLxREnFcAclEk=&c=r_hdX9S1Hx_UHKCBNlzWi6jeAR1KlJARY3kEgu2w77VDHG7RoVsALg==&ch=R8nhM7bs25zud0QMjqXChEddAbfdoYDUMfDfRzRGeru46q_Y5409-w==


"probably at about the same level" as he hates billionaires. Graff is now vice president for
communications at National Life Group.
 
Says (Steve) Rosenfeld, who had to mend fences with the AP after Sanders' Statehouse
tirade, "He thought I was a shitty press secretary because I wouldn't yell at Sue Allen, Chris
Graff and the Associated Press." Allen, then an AP scribe, now serves as Shumlin's deputy
chief of staff.
 
(Shared by Mark Mittelstadt)

 

Connecting wishes Happy Birthday
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Stories of interest
 
The Virginia shooting and the dark side of the social media age  (Poynter)
 
By Roy Peter Clark
 
I saw a clip of Matt Lauer today. He said that viewing the video of the murder of two
journalists "took my breath away." Here is the man, I thought, who broadcast to me news
of planes flying into the twin towers on 9/11. It must take a lot to take this veteran's
breath away.
 
Then I watched the one-minute video myself, and I knew what he meant. It seems unreal

mailto:BBedlan@ap.org
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at first, even though I know what is going to happen. I cringe. It gives off the feel of a
deranged person imitating a video game. You see this person approaching three people in
the middle of a television news feature. A friendly reporter interviews another woman. A
man, seen from the back, operates a camera. The stalker gets closer. The three ignore
him, focused on their task. He raises his gun. Lowers it. He moves into position directly
behind the photographer. He raises the gun again. He fires several times. There is
screaming and then a black screen with more screaming.
 
I suddenly realize the full significance of what I'm watching. I am watching two murders
(with a third person wounded) from the point of view of the killer. This is no video game
or stalker movie. It is real. It is news of a kind I have never seen before.
 
Click here to read more.
 
-0-
 
The Virginia Shooter Wanted Fame. Let's Not Give It to Him.  (New York Times)
 
A BRUTAL attack takes place on live television; the on-air reporter and cameraman are
fatally shot while at work on an early morning story.
 
The resulting footage - essentially a stomach-churning snuff film - aired on cable news,
and was embedded in online news reports.
 
In a further grotesque twist, the killer filmed the episode and posted his first-person
shooter video on social media. "See Facebook," he tweeted, directing readers to the video
that he also posted on Twitter, and which auto-played on many streams as people shared
the posts.
 
This is probably exactly what the shooter, who took two lives and then his own on
Wednesday in Virginia, was hoping for in his engineering of mass media and viral infamy.
And he is not the only one. Studies show a rise in public mass shootings in the years since
the 1999 killings at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colo.
 
These incidents are often followed by discussions of the availability of guns, and about
mental health support. Those are crucial issues. But there is something else going on, too:
Many of these shooters are seeking a twisted form of notoriety. The killers' success in
obtaining the distorted fame they seek is helping inspire the next troubled person.
 
We need to understand the copycat aspect of these killings so that we can start
dampening this effect.
 
Click here to read more.
 
-0-
 
Enough Is Enough  (New York Times)
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By Charles M. Blow
 
When Donald Trump's security escorted the Univision anchor Jorge Ramos out of a news
conference on Tuesday, I decided that I was officially done.
 
Maybe I should have been long before that.
 
Maybe I should have been done the one and only time I ever met Trump and his first
words to me were a soliloquy about how black people loved him, and he was the most
popular white man among black people.
 
Maybe I should have been done when Trump demanded to see the president's birth
certificate.
 
Maybe I should have been done any number of times over the years when Trump made
any number of racist, sexist comments.
 
Click here to read more. Shared by Sibby Christensen, George Arfield.
 
 

Today in History - August 28, 2015
 
By The Associated Press
 
Today is Friday, August 28, the 240th day of 2015. There are 125 days left in the year.

Today's Highlight in History:

On August 28, 1955, Emmett Till, a black teen-ager from Chicago, was abducted from his
uncle's home in Money, Mississippi, by two white men after he had supposedly whistled
at a white woman; he was found brutally slain three days later.

On this date:

In 1609, English sea explorer Henry Hudson and his ship, the Half Moon, reached present-
day Delaware Bay.

In 1862, the Second Battle of Bull Run (also known as Second Manassas) began in Prince
William County, Virginia, during the Civil War; the result was a Confederate victory.

In 1922, the first-ever radio commercial aired on station WEAF in New York City; the 10-
minute advertisement was for the Queensboro Realty Co., which had paid a fee of $100.

In 1944, during World War II, German forces in Toulon and Marseille, France, surrendered
to Allied troops.
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In 1945, the Allies began occupying Japan at the end of World War II.

In 1963, more than 200,000 people listened as the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. delivered his
"I Have a Dream" speech in front of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington D.C.

In 1964, two days of race-related rioting erupted in North Philadelphia over a false rumor
that white police officers had beaten to death a pregnant black woman.

In 1968, police and anti-war demonstrators clashed in the streets of Chicago as the
Democratic National Convention nominated Hubert H. Humphrey for president.

In 1972, Mark Spitz of the United States won the first two of his seven gold medals at the
Munich Olympics, finishing first in the 200-meter butterfly and anchoring the 400-meter
freestyle relay. The Soviet women gymnasts won the team all-around.

In 1988, 70 people were killed when three Italian stunt planes collided during an air show
at the U.S. Air Base in Ramstein (RAHM'-shtyn), West Germany.

In 1990, an F5 tornado struck the Chicago area, killing 29 people.

In 1995, a mortar shell tore through a crowded market in Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
killing some three dozen people and triggering NATO airstrikes against the Bosnian Serbs.

Ten years ago: New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin (NAY'-gin) ordered everyone in the city to
evacuate after Hurricane Katrina grew to a monster storm. Iraqi negotiators finished a
new constitution but without the endorsement of Sunni Arabs. West Oahu of Ewa Beach,
Hawaii, won the Little League World Series title with a 7-6 win over the defending
champions from Willemstad, Curacao.

Five years ago: Conservative commentator Glenn Beck and former Alaska Gov. Sarah
Palinheadlined a "Restoring Honor" rally attended by tens of thousands in Washington.
U.S. and Afghan forces repelled attackers wearing American uniforms and suicide vests in
a pair of simultaneous assaults before dawn on NATO bases near the Pakistan border. A
gunman in Lake Havasu City, Arizona, shot and killed the mother of his two children, the
woman's boyfriend and three other people before fleeing with the children to Rancho
Cucamonga, California, where he killed himself (the children were unharmed).

One year ago: Comedian Joan Rivers was rushed to New York's Mount Sinai Hospital after
she suffered cardiac arrest at a doctor's office where she'd gone for a routine outpatient
procedure (Rivers died a week later at age 81). Acknowledging he "didn't get it right" with
a two-game suspension for Ravens running back Ray Rice, NFL Commissioner Roger
Goodell announced tougher penalties for players accused of domestic violence, including
six weeks for a first offense and at least a year for a second. Glenn Cornick, 67, the original
bass player in the rock bandJethro Tull, died in Hilo, Hawaii.

Today's Birthdays: Actor Sonny Shroyer is 80. Actor Ken Jenkins is 75. Former Defense
Secretary William S. Cohen is 75. Actor David Soul is 72. Former pop singer-musician
Honey Lantree (The Honeycombs) is 72. Former MLB manager and player Lou Piniella is
72. Actress Barbara Bach is 69. Actress Debra Mooney is 68. Singer Wayne Osmond (The
Osmonds) is 64. Actor Daniel Stern is 58. Olympic gold medal figure skater Scott Hamilton
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is 57. Actor John Allen Nelson is 56. Actress Emma Samms is 55. Actress Jennifer Coolidge
is 54. Movie director David Fincher is 53. Actress Amanda Tapping is 50. Country singer
Shania (shah-NY'-uh) Twain is 50. Actor Billy Boyd is 47. Actor Jack Black is 46. Actor Jason
Priestley is 46. Olympic gold medal swimmer Janet Evans is 44. Actor J. August Richards is
42. Rock singer-musician Max Collins (Eve 6) is 37. Actress Carly Pope is 35. Country singer
Jake Owen is 34. Country singer LeAnn Rimes is 33. Actor Michael Galeota is 31. Actress
Sarah Roemer is 31. Actor Armie Hammer is 29. Rock singer Florence Welch (Florence and
the Machine) is 29. Country-pop singer Cassadee Pope (TV: "The Voice") is 26. Actress
Katie Findlay is 25. Actor/singer Samuel Larsen is 24. Actor Kyle Massey is 24. Actress
Quvenzhane (kwuh-VEHN'-zhah-nay) Wallis is 12. Reality TV star Alana Thompson, AKA
"Honey Boo Boo," is 10.

Thought for Today: "The opposite of love is not hate, it's indifference. The opposite of art
is not ugliness, it's indifference. The opposite of faith is not heresy, it's indifference. And
the opposite of life is not death, it's indifference." - Elie Wiesel, Romanian-born
journalist-author.

Got a story to share?

Got a story to share? A favorite memory of your AP days? Don't
keep them to yourself. Share with your colleagues by sending to Ye
Olde Connecting Editor. And don't forget to include photos!

Here are some suggestions:

- Spousal support - How your spouse helped in supporting your
work during your AP career. 
- My most unusual story - tell us about an unusual, off the wall
story that you covered.
- "My boo boos - A silly mistake that you make"- a chance to 'fess
up with a memorable mistake in your journalistic career.
- Multigenerational AP families - profiles of families whose service

spanned two or more generations.
- Volunteering - benefit your colleagues by sharing volunteer stories - with ideas on such
work they can do themselves.
- First job - How did you get your first job in journalism?
- Connecting "selfies" - a word and photo self-profile of you and your career, and what
you are doing today. Both for new members and those who have been with us a while.
- Life after AP for those of you who have moved on to another job or profession.
- Most unusual place a story assignment took you.
 
Paul Stevens
Editor
Connecting newsletter
stevenspl@live.com
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